Year 6 SATs Reminders and Top tips

SATs week timetable:

Revision at home:

Monday 14 May

30 minutes is 1/48 of your day

English SPAG

Give it up for a while

Tuesday 15 May

And in the Summer you will smile!

English Reading
Wednesday 16 May

Top tips for Reading SATs:

Top tips for Maths:

Top tips for SPAG:

*Underline key words/phrases

* Every question is a question

Paper 1 - Arithmetic

as you read the text

Paper 2 - Reasoning

*Look at the first word of the
question- who, where, when,
why...?

you have seen before! Use your
prior skills!

*Remember to include appropriate capital letters and punctuation/ full stops for all your answers.

Maths:

Thursday 17 May
Maths :

*Read the question AGAIN

Paper 3 - Reasoning

*SCAN the text
*Unsure of a word’s meaning?
Is there a clue in the sentence?
What synonym might make
sense here?
* 3 mark questions, use P.E.E

Useful Websites:
BBC Bitesize
Sumdog
Timestable Rockstars
Topmarks
Khan Academy

*Check the operation sign. Have
you + when it asks to - ?

*If it says ‘Tick two’, tick TWO!

* Finding a question difficult,
move on and come back to it
later

*Don’t forget your question
mark when asked to write a
question.

*SHOW YOUR WORKINGS! You
could earn a mark for them!

*Brackets/dashes– Does the sentence still make sense if you take
these away?

*Explain how you know question? Simply do the calculation!

*Use process of elimination for
multiple choice questions

Getting Moving!

Remember to:

Every morning, Year 6 begin the day with a
20 minute outdoor activity. The fresh air
and exercise wake us
up, turn our brains on
and prepare us for the
day’s work ahead!

*Get a good nights sleep the night before
each exam
*Drink plenty of water and bring a water
bottle to school each day
*Eat healthily for maximum energy

1.

Find a quiet place to revise

2.

Create a revision timetable of the areas you need
to focus on

3.

Write notes on what you
are revising.

4.

Practise past SATs questions/papers

5.

Highlight any questions
you found difficult, that
way you know to come
back to this topic again.

Fun cinema Trip:
Friday 18th May, as a reward for all the hard
work up to and during the SATs, Year 6 will
be taking a trip to the cinema to watch the
movie Coco.

